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Sock yarns are so yummy. They come in many colorways and fiber contents--and they're

everywhere. Best of all, they're versatile; you can use these fabulous fibers for a lot more than

socks. You can make shawls!Learn how to work from a knitting chart; instructions for 15 striking

shawls are charted and written outGet tips for choosing the right yarn--from fiber content to

color--plus tips on using stitch markers, making shawls bigger, and moreMake great gifts; find a

variety of knitted-shawl patterns to suit yourself and your friends
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This is trul a terrific book! The cover page is what caught my eye, and when I followed up on

Ravelry with the patterns that were included in this book, I knew I had to have it.I received my copy

a few days ago, and am not disappointed - from the photography (love the close up pictures of the

lace details!!) to the Special techniques section, everything is detailed with pictures. I also love the

fact that Jen Lucas had the forethought to add in to each pattern a section on how to make your

shawl bigger. As a knitter, I have knit many shawl patterns where they turned out smaller than I

would have liked.I am halfway through knitting Happenstance, and love that it's more challenging

than the normal shawls I knit up.Happy knitting!!

I just got this book and can't wait to get started. The discussion of yarns is priceless. Photos are

beautiful. Best of all the book is thoughtfully laid out with straightforward directions for completing



each, lovely shawl. There are even directions for enlarging each shawl. Patterns are categorized by

type of shawl and level of difficulty is indicated. I predict this will be a well worn book in the hands of

many knitters.

This author does it right. She includes both, charts and written instructions for stitch patterns. Brava!

I know a lot of people like and use charts. More power to them. I am of the other variety of knitter. I

like written instructions and hate charts. This book does both, which is as it should be. I have been

knitting all my life and I am an accomplished knitter. I have used a chart under duress, so it isn't that

I don't know how to read a chart, it is that I don't want to read a chart. This book has some lovely

projects and the instructions are clear and well written. I recommend this book to anyone looking for

some lovely lacy projects.

This beautiful book for knitters is filled with shawl patterns that can be knit with sock yarns. If you're

like me, you have tons of sock yarns in your stash and don't want to use all of it on socks. This

provides a wonderful alternative for all that beautiful sock yarn. Most of the patterns require just one

skein and that means you won't have to go out and spend a lot of money on new yarns.The patterns

are both written out and charted, which works well for me as I prefer the written out patterns.This is

a beautiful book and a wonderful addition to every knitter's library.

I just received this book yesterday and took it to my open knit tonight. Everyone looked at it and now

they want to get one for themselves. The patterns are beautiful and seem to be relatively easy. A

nice book toad to your collection.

I received my copy last week and am itching to get started. I am a big fan of shawls that begin

simply and have their details on the edging so they can be worn as scarves. The patterns are very

clear and the pictures are quite nice. This is a good way to practice the knitting lace techniques.

I don't normally buy pattern books because I only use one or two and its more added clutter. I like

EVERY shawl in this book! Great variety of patterns well written and detailed pics!

The pattern instructions are a little confusing since she gives you the lace pattern before the

instructions for starting the shawl and carrying on. Once you get that straight, things are pretty

simple.
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